
SMI NewsBrief 
Monday, March 6, 2017 — By Jack Garrity, aka Mr. Smooth 

110 senior golfers from the greater Jacksonville area teed it up 
today at the Club at Osprey Cove for the 237th match in the 
Senior Men's Interclub series. As luck would have it, the ambient 

temperature at 9:00 am was 66F; good for golfers, not so good 
for beverage cart sales. During the round, no one broke a sweat 

since the temperature rose only 7F by the end of play. 

Today's field included one gentleman who was playing in his 25th 
SMI event: Bob Frank from Magnolia Point. Two others were 
playing in their 50th SMI event: Wayne St. Clair and Tom Joseph 
from Jacksonville Golf. Those three are among an evergrowing 
list of steadfast players who favor our league's level of 
competition. 

Let's three huzzahs ring out for today's course superintendent 
Paul Meredith, CGCS. He certainly maintains a superbly 
conditioned course. Today's layout yielded 80 birdies and forced 
36 pickups. The least number of pickups, 26, occurred in October 
2006 at Eagle Harbor while there were 30 pickups at the most 
recent Osprey Cove event in May 2016...OC's on a minimal 
pickup roll. 

The match began with host club representative Jon Peterson, 
Assistant Professional John King, and Director of Golf Rob 
Brock, PGA, (l-r) delivering preround announcements in the cart 
staging area beyond the golf shop. John seems to be supplying 
the muscle for the weighty bullhorn while Rob exercises his lung 
power unaided. Rob then launched 52 carts to their starting tees 
a nice five minutes early. Great job all around! 

 

From start to finish, it was a great day for golf. How can it be 
otherwise when you choose to be on the First Coast for a spot of 

winter golf. Play started at 66F under mostly cloudy skies with a 
moderate 15 mph breeze. When the first scorecard was 

processed at 1:28 pm, the temperature had risen to 73F under 
mostly cloudy skies with a wind speed of 16 mph. The last card 
was scanned as soon as the stragglers arrived at 2:08 pm. 

Kudos to the rest of Marsh Creek's staff which provided first-class 
service in the club house: General Manager, Greg Nesbitt; 
Director of Golf, Rob Brock PGA; Assistant Professional, John 
King; and Food & Beverage Director, Katie Enos who was 
curbside at the start while sizing up the lean and hungry seniors. 

 

Our very special thanks and a tip of 110 hats go to Brittany 
(below) for urging her beverage cart around the course in search 
of needy senior golfers. 

 

As usual, we coordinated the course layout with the host club. As 
shown below, the layout prescribes hole-by-hole yardages, pars, 
and handicap stroke allocations. Now and then, our scorecard 
differs from a scorecard handed out in the golf shop. No matter 
what, our scorecard is the official one and matches the 
parameters used inside our scoring apps! 

 

Today's Results 

In today's event, we competed to determine the top four teams 
on the day; each of the winning teams' players receives a golf-
shop merchandise certificate. In addition, for each par-3 hole, the 
player who lands closest to the flagstick receives a sleeve of golf 
balls. 

Charting today's scores against those made last month at March 
Creek (below) suggests today's course, 392 yards shorter than 
last month's course, was far less demanding. 62.5 percent of the 
players at Osprey Cove beat their handicaps as compared to 
38.2 percent of the players at Marsh Creek. Said another way, 
the average player at Osprey Cove scored 39.3 points and 2.8 
strokes under bogey while the average player at Marsh Creek 
scored 32.7 points and 1.0 stroke over bogey. In each of the 
charts below, the separation between the Bell Curve and the sum 
of five-flight distributions is likely due to a lack of correlation 
between hole-by-hole stroke allocations and the degree of 
difficulty on either course: Osprey Cove has a correlation 
coefficient of 0.46 while Marsh Creek's is 0.62. The smaller 
correlation is more likely to affect the ease or difficulty of how 
many strokes it takes to compile one's point quota. 

 

Today's Leaderboard 

The following table compares the order of finish in last month's 
event to the order of finish in this month's event. In first place, 
Eagle Harbor climbed one rung from last month's second-place 
finish by edging Long Point by three points and Deercreek by five 
points. Osprey Cove, not taking advantage of their home course, 
was 12 points back in eighth place. 

In summary, seven teams rose with Long Point vaulting upward 
by 11 places after last month's calamitous ten-place nosedive. 
Seven teams fell with Marsh Landing dropping eight rungs. 

 

For many, there is a firmly held belief that the home advantage is 
huge, however, the chance of taking first place on your home 
course is only one in six. Historically, the top three teams to cash 
in on the home advantage are Long Point in 1 of 2 home events; 
Marsh Landing in 4 of 10; and Hidden Hills in 4 of 11. Three 
teams have yet to win a home game. 

Last month at Marsh Creek, five clubs met or exceeded the odds 
of scoring their team points. This month at Osprey Cove, every 
team met or exceeded the odds as well. The host club tweaked 
its course more than needed to match our player's handicaps; 
ideally, we'd like to see seven teams beating the odds and seven 
teams losing to the odds. 

Tournament Director Jon Peterson presented 32 individual 
merchandise certificates redeemable in the Osprey Cove golf 
shop to the top four teams in the monthly competition. 

1st place Eagle Harbor $41 
2nd place Long Point $30 
3rd place Deercreek $21 
4th place San Jose $12 

The full scoreboard is here. 

Season's Leaderboard 

The following table shows how team standings on the season 
changed over the past month. It's still fairly early in the season, 
but at the top of the leaderboard, Hidden Hills is well positioned 
for another run at the championship. Their chance for winning a 
third Poston Cup is especially threatened by San Jose and 
Deercreek who are a scraped chip shot back. In summary, eight 
teams rose and five teams fell. This month, 50 players lowered 
their indexes by shooting good scores while 32 players padded 
their indexes by shooting poor scores. The latter set will find it 
easier to beat the odds in the upcoming match at Orange Park. 

 

Performance Forecasting 

Gambling odds for football, horse racing, and like events are not 
the same as statistical odds. For the past four months, we've 
forecast the most likely points for each team based on the quality 
of their rostered players. In December, we predicted that Hidden 
Hills would take first place by scoring 236 points. At the end of 
the day, they took first place by scoring 231 points. Two months 
ago, we predicted Eagle Harbor and Hidden Hills would share 
first place by scoring 229 points; alas, they fell short by 22 and 13 
points, respectively. On the other hand, we predicted San Jose, 
the home team, would score 218 points but, in fact, they 
overachieved with a bonus ten points. In hindsight, we might 
have predicted their first-place finish since our database shows 
the home advantage amounts to two points per man. How do we 
explain what happened to the home team last month? We 
predicted Marsh Creek would take first place without factoring in 
the two points per man advantage but they finished 21 points 
back in ninth place! No team scored its predicted point total. 

For this month, the following table shows our forecasting system 
is not necessarily a good predictor of the outcome. But what do 
you expect in a match where every team today outscored last 
month's winner? 
 Forecast Outcome 

 

Our system can be judged by how strongly correlated forecasts 
are with outcomes. The correlation coefficients for the latest four 
matches were 0.66, -0.06, 0.72, and 0.24. In fact, December and 
February's forecasts were good predictors, this month's forecast 
was a weak predictor, and the forecast vis-à-vis outcome 
relationship for January was nil. 

As in Las Vegas, our forecasting system may need to be based 
more on art than science. As a point of comparison, consider the 
most recent three Kentucky Derby races in which the correlation 
of prerace odds with postrace finish was 0.33, 0.68, and 0.83. So 
far, our forecasts averaged 0.39 while the bettors averaged 0.61. 

From its beginning our system has focused on player-based 
factors to form a prediction. We will now move on with a focus on 
course-based factors to tweak the model. If you recall, handicap 
stroke allocations set by our member clubs are not strongly 
correlated with the degree of difficulty we experience hole-by-
hole. In short, our forecast-to-outcome correlation averages 0.39 
while our stroke-to-difficulty correlation averages 0.40. Look for 
more reliable Stableford point forecasts ahead. 

Team Leaders 

Generally, we rate a big gun as someone who helps his team into 
one of the top four places by scoring at least 36 points. Why 36 
points? That marks the line where a player beats 2:1 odds. Today 
84 players scored 36 or more points; 28 of those were on the 
prize-winning teams. When the course is easier than most on the 
SMI rotation, you can expect a bevy of players will lie above the 
36-point cutline. For example, on average each team's seventh 
player scores 29 points which corresponds to 1:4 odds. Today 
only two players scored 29 points or less. 

 

Individual Leaderboard 

Eleven odds-breakers filled the twelve slots shown on today's 
individual leaderboard (below). In all, 68 players beat the odds 
associated with their handicap indexes while 14 players failed to 
match even odds. Of note, Greg Howard from Eagle Harbor 
scored a career-high 50 points to move into a 13-way tie for 19th 
place on the list of all-time league records. 

 

Outstanding Shooters 

Birdies 4 John Milton QH, Bob Wildner MP 
 3 Darrell Dubose JG, Rich Scott DC 
  Ken Wiechert OC 
 80 Today's total (2016 average=57.1 birdies) 

Closest to the Flagstick 

Hole 04 Bob Wildner MP 3' 3-1/2'' 
Hole 07 Gary O'Brien QH 2' 4'' 
Hole 11 Vince Villani LP 4' 1'' 
Hole 17 Ken Wiechert OC 11' 7'' 

Toughest Holes 

On average we record 94 pickups at each event. Today's course 
forced 30 pickups, meaning Osprey Cove drew 4 pickups more 
than our least demanding venue: Eagle Harbor forced 26 pickups 
in October 2006. The all-time high, 225 pickups, was set at Ponte 
Vedra Inn on December 10, 2010. Today, holes 1, 4, 5, and 11 
forced no pickups while hole 13, the sixth-easiest hole, forced the 
most pickups: 6. 

 

The Scorer's Table 

The first card was returned to the scorer's table at 1:28 pm which 
is 16 minutes earlier than standard for a full field. The last card 
was turned in 40 minutes later at which time the scoring 
operation was closed and the winners' prizes distributed in the 
dining area. How in the world can there be a 40-minute gap from 
first to last card when the travel distance from the most distant 
point on the course isn't quite one mile? 

For the second time in a row at Osprey Cove, Miss Ashley Eason 
(pictured) volunteered from the golf staff to operate our scanner 
and scoreboard PC. In fact, today she did double-duty as a 
checker inspecting each scorecard for missing signatures or 
holes without a shaded cell. There was nothing left for our 
wannabe scoring team to do. Looking forward to seeing her when 
we return for another match at Osprey Cove. 

 

As a reminder, here's a short list of bad scorecard practices: 

 John Hancock-style signatures intruding on Hole 18 bubbles 
 Holes with no bubble shaded or multiple bubbles shaded 
 Creating phantom timing marks along the bottom row. 

Pace of Play 

Everyone thinks we have a pace-of-play problem. And, yes, 
we've all played with someone who breaks every rule in the book 
by violating what they can do to pare minutes off their routine. 
Here's some data you might want to chew on towards detecting 
groups with a pace-of-play problem as we avoid spoiling a good 
walk by criticizing an unwitting violator. Remember: play ready 
golf when it's safe to do so. 

 

In the table above, the rows labeled Round represent the time 
spent on the course from teeing off at the starting hole to leaving 
the green at the final hole. Travel times to the starting tee and 
from the final green are not included. Also, ten minutes are not 
included in a B group's record to reflect its shotgun-start's delay 
which is taken as 10 minutes behind Group A. The cells shaded 
in pink mark groups that turned in the first card (06A) and the last 
card (15B) at the scorer's station. 

Note that 14 groups tended to lag while 12 groups tended to stay 
closer. Group 18A was the biggest lagger and was tied for 
second slowest group. 

Next Match 

What: Fifth match in the 2017 season 
When: 9:00 am, Monday, April 10, 2017 
Where: The Country Club of Orange Park 
 A Bobby Miller design (1989)  
 5,843 yards, 68.5/123/91.2 (course/slope/bogey) 
Who: Jon Ross, Tournament Director 
 Sean McGauley, PGA, Head Professional 
Defending: Last time here, in February 2016, Orange Park used 
 their home advantage with an nine-point edge over  
 Marsh Landing. Third place belonged to Eagle Harbor 
 which was another three points back. It's unlikely that 
 Orange Park will repeat since the chance of a team's 
 winning first place at home is one in six. 

Financial News 

Bruce MacDonald QH, our league treasurer, filed his latest end-of
-month report as shown in the table below. The current balance 
represents a nice reserve against the cash prizes and door prizes 
that will be distributed at the next Barney Poston Cup event. 

 

Website News 

Clicking on Google ads pays off. Doing so from our webpages 
puts cash in our bank account. Google recently sent us a check 
for $101.78. We have earned $43.65 (up $6.03 from last month) 
towards our next payment. Google will pay us when the amount 
due is $100 or more. 

Google ads are currently inactive on our webpage. Google has 
created a new plugin which I have not quite mastered. Stay 
tuned. 

 

Rank Team Pts

1 HH 233

2 MP 232

3 SG 232

4 SN 230

5 EH 229

6 DC 224

7 OP 224

8 JG 223

9 QH 222

10 OC 220

11 ML 217

12 WG 216

13 LP 215

Rank Team Pts

1 EH 258

2 LP 255

3 DC 253

4 SN 251

5 QH 248

6 OP 248

7 MP 247

8 OC 246

9 HH 244

10 JG 244

11 SG 238

12 WG 237

13 ML 231

Direction of travel

Group 01B 01A 02B 02A 03B 03A 04A 05A 06B 06A 07A 08A 09A

Lag (m:ss) -0:04 0:04 0:01 0:35 -0:21 -0:45 0:23 0:12 0:39 -0:51 0:14 -0:21 0:10

Finish (h:mm) 4:37 4:38 4:37 4:37 4:27 4:33 4:46 4:39 4:36 4:24 4:39 4:35 4:41

Direction of travel

Group 10B 10A 11A 12A 13B 13A 14B 14A 15B 15A 16A 17A 18A

Lag (m:ss) 0:10 -0:30 -0:02 0:22 -0:18 -0:31 0:15 -0:09 0:16 -0:30 -0:23 0:25 0:59

Finish (h:mm) 4:38 4:35 4:44 4:44 4:38 4:43 4:52 4:48 4:50 4:46 4:54 5:01 4:54

Lag: Average time behind group to front; Round: Playing time from starting tee through last green.

        First scorecard was from Group 06A at 1:28 pm. Last card was from Group 15B at 2:08 pm. 

Osprey Cove, 2017-03-06

http://jaxsi.org/results/resultsMC2017/

